Decompressive craniectomy for severe traumatic brain injury patients with fixed dilated pupils

Objective: The outcome of decompressive craniectomy (DC) for severe traumatic brain injury (sTBI) patients with fixed dilated pupils (FDPs) is not clear. The objective of this study was to validate the outcome of DC in sTBI patients with FDPs.

Patients: We retrospectively collected data from 207 sTBI patients with FDPs during the time period of May 4, 2003–October 22, 2013: DC group (n=166) and conservative care (CC) group (n=41).

Measurements: Outcomes that were used as indicators in this study were mortality and favorable outcome. The analysis was based on the Glasgow Outcome Scale recorded at 6 months after trauma.

Results: A total of 49.28% patients died (39.76% [DC group] vs 87.80% [CC group]). The mean increased intracranial pressure values after admission before operation were 36.20±7.55 mmHg in the DC group and 35.59±8.18 mmHg in the CC group. After performing DC, the mean ICP value was 14.38±2.60 mmHg. Approximately, 34.34% sTBI patients with FDPs in the DC group gained favorable scores and none of the patients in the CC group gained favorable scores.

Conclusion: We found that DC plays a therapeutic role in sTBI patients with FDPs, and it is particularly important to reduce intracranial pressure as soon as possible after trauma. For the patients undergoing DC, favorable outcome and low mortality could be achieved.
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Introduction

Every year, 2% of the population suffer traumatic brain injury (TBI), and it is the major cause of death and disability among young people.1 Specifically, the highest mortality is seen in patients with fixed dilated pupils (FDPs) caused due to cerebral herniation, which is the result of the increased refractory intracranial pressure (rICP) due to intracranial hemorrhage or traumatic edema within 3 hours after severe TBI (sTBI). Since different standards for trauma classification are available, reports about the mortality are not consistent (from 60% to 100%).2 According to the guidelines for the management of TBI,3 treatment of sTBI is performed by a combination of treatments.

It showed that DC may improve intracranial hypertension, functional outcome, and mortality in previous studies.4,5 However, Cooper et al6 showed that the use of craniectomy, as compared with standard care, decreased the mean ICP, but was associated with a worse Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) outcome at 6 months. The RESCUE-ICP trial (ISRCTN66202560) is currently in progress to determine whether craniectomy improves outcome in the management of TBI (our study is part of the trial).7 Though
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the importance of DC in the treatment of patients with FDPs due to cerebral herniation has been demonstrated in some studies, there are no details of the results to confirm or refute the effectiveness of DC in those studies.8

To evaluate the therapeutic effects and the outcomes of DC on sTBI patients with FDPs due to cerebral herniation, we retrospectively collected cases between 2003 and 2013.

Methods
Patients and grouping
During the time period from May 4, 2003 to October 22, 2013, a total of 5,743 patients who were admitted into our departments and treated for TBI were identified. We retrospectively collected data from those who had a history of TBI and inclusion criteria were a primary score of 3–8 on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), were between the ages of 30 and 50 years, had unilateral (UFDPs) or bilateral FDPs (BFDPs), pupillary size ≥4 mm was considered dilated, associated with very sluggish or absent light responses), arrived in our hospitals within 2 hours after trauma, had undergone treatment by DC at approximately 2 hours after admission; excluded criteria were having any previous disabled neurological disease, previous craniectomy, spinal cord injury, penetrating head injury, alcohol intoxication, or no ICP monitoring. This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Capital Medical University of Beijing, and individual consent from participants was waived by the committee.

We divided the patients into two subgroups: DC group and conservative care (CC) group. In the CC group, the family members of patients requested that patients were only treated with ICP monitoring and other treatments and did not undergo DC.

Treatments
After admission, anamnesis and physical examination were conducted for all the patients. Tracheotomy was performed when necessary. All the patients included in the study were treated in intensive care units (ICUs) with advanced neurosurgical management capabilities and equipments The units also had facilities to perform ICP monitoring using a parenchymal catheter (Camino, San Diego, CA, USA) or external ventricular drain, and ICP was recorded continuously during the treatment period. The patients accepted optimized sedation, balancing head injury, alcohol intoxication, or no ICP monitoring. This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Capital Medical University of Beijing, and individual consent from participants was waived by the committee.

Postoperative therapy was similar to that previously described, which included keeping the respiratory tract unobstructed, balancing water and electrolyte levels, controlling the blood glucose level and body temperature, preventing dehydration and diuresis, maintaining homeostasis balance, and protecting from infections by using sensitive antibiotics, and so on.10–14

The patients in the CC group received all the treatments similar to those performed in the DC group, but they did not undergo craniectomy.

Outcome
During the recovery phase, the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) was used for the assessment of clinical status. Three trained assessors recorded the GOS score on telephone. The outcome that was measured was the GOS score of the patients at 6 months after trauma: a composite of death, a vegetative state, severe disability, moderate disability, mild or no disability (a score of 1–5, respectively, on the GOS).15–18

Statistical analysis
All the data were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Comparisons between data groups were performed with SPSS for Windows, version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Chi-square tests of independence for categorical variables and two-sample t-tests for continuous variables were used to compare unadjusted data; Mann–Whitney U-tests were used for continuous variables that were not normally distributed. P-value of less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
Results

During the 10-year study period, 5,743 TBI patients were admitted to our departments. We collected data from 207 patients who were divided into two groups: DC group (n=166) and CC group (n=41). The characteristics of the patients are shown similar in all respects that we listed (Table 1). The mean age was 40.75±4.60 years in the DC group (126 males, 40 females) and was 41.20±5.35 years in the CC group (31 males, 10 females). The mean GCS was 4.73±1.44 in the DC group. The CC group also showed similar mean GCS (5.02±1.56). The mean time from trauma to treatment was similar in the two groups (Table 1). Patients in the two study groups received similar volumes of mannitol (data not shown). The mean time from admission to surgery in the DC group was 1.4±0.2 hours (data not shown). Detailed information regarding the characteristics of the patients is given in Table 1. There was no difference with regard to age, sex, GCS, pupils, or the mean time from trauma to treatment (Table 1) between the DC and the CC groups.

The mean ICP values after admission were 36.20±7.55 mmHg in the DC group and 35.59±8.18 mmHg in the CC group (Table 1). Mean ICP value decreased dramatically after performing DC procedure and was found to be 14.38±2.60 mmHg (P<0.0001). As demonstrated in Figure 1, the difference between the DC and the CC groups in mean daily ICP values was statistically significant (P<0.01) (14.38±2.60 mmHg, 15.43±2.84 mmHg, 17.04±3.37 mmHg, 19.22±3.19 mmHg, 18.44±3.61 mmHg, 20.57±3.99 mmHg, 18.82±3.17 mmHg vs 49.95±8.75 mmHg, 52.16±5.78 mmHg, 45.98±6.44 mmHg, 35.17±4.26 mmHg, 34.43±4.22 mmHg, 29.20±4.59 mmHg, 23.95±2.04 mmHg, respectively).

However, there was a gradual increase after an initial marked decrease. At 6 days after DC in the DC group, the ICP values increased at approximately 20 mmHg (Figure 1).

The mortality rate was 39.76% in the DC group, while it was 87.80% in the CC group, which was statistically different (P<0.001, Table 2). The mortality of patients with BFDPs in the DC group was 59.46% and that in the CC group was 100%. Patients with UFDP showed similar results (34.11% [DC] vs 80.00% [CC] groups). Moreover, 97.22% of the patients died within 3 days after trauma in the CC group, among which 74.29% of the deaths occurred within 24 hours. In the DC group, 7.58% patients died within 24 hours, and 39.39% of the deaths were observed within 3 days after trauma, but the mortality rate decreased gradually after 1 week (Figure 2A). In addition, patients became deceased because of multiple organ failure, chronic body consumption,
or severe infection (between 1 week and 6 months after trauma). The results obtained in our study showed that emergency DC decreases mortality and extends survival duration in TBI patients (Figure 2).

Six months after trauma, the GOS scores were better in the DC group than in the CC group (Table 3). Favorable outcomes (GOS, 4–5) occurred in 57 patients (34.33%) in the DC group and none occurred in the CC group. However, unfavorable outcomes were observed in 109 patients (65.67%) in the DC group and in 41 patients (100%) in the CC group. The difference in the GOS scores for favorable and unfavorable outcomes between the two groups was statistically significant ($P<0.001$).

**Discussion**

In this study, we collected information regarding therapy and outcomes of sTBI patients with FDPs. Many studies have evaluated management and outcomes of patients with craniotomy for intracranial mass lesions in sTBI. More importantly, our results also show that DC is correlation to outcomes of sTBI patients with FDPs.

**Overall outcome**

A total of 49.28% of our patients died (39.76% [DC group] vs 87.80% [CC group]). The mortality of patients with BFDPs
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Notes: Mortality and survival in different treatments show that the patients undergoing decompressive craniectomy could achieve lower mortality ($P<0.001$) than that in the conservative care group.

Figure 2 The survival of patients in different groups over time.

Notes: (A) The survival of patients in different groups in one week. (B) The survival of patients in different groups in two weeks. (C) The survival of patients in different groups in six months. The deceased cases occurred within 3 days after trauma in conservative care group, among which 72.22% occurred within 24 hours; while 81.82% of the cases occurred within 1 week in the decompressive craniectomy group, in which the highest mortality (approximately 45%) was observed between 3 days and 1 week and the mortality decreased gradually after that ($P<0.001$).
who had undergone decompressive craniectomy was between 70% and 90%, and we found that only a few studies have shown mortality between 30% and 65%, which accords with our results. Table 2 shows the relationship between mortality and different treatments. The mortality of patients with BFDPs in DC group was 59.46% and that in CC group was 100%. Patients with UFDP showed similar results (34.11% [DC group] vs 80.00% [CC group]). Our findings showed that mortality was lower in patients who had undergone decompressive craniotomy than in those who had undergone conservative care.

Causes of FDPs in patients with sTBI
UFDPs are caused due to uncal herniation, which is related to third cranial nerve compression at the tentorial edge. On the other hand, it is thought that BFDPs are caused due to alterations in the upper brain stem. Because of raised ICP in the sTBI patients, the cerebral blood flow changed after DC. The damage to brain stem circulation is a major contributing factor to BFDPs. The causes that lead to BFDPs in patients with sTBI are different; so, in many cases, at least in early stages, UFDP and BFDPs exhibit similar symptoms but with different pathophysiology.

Decompressive craniotomy and ICP in sTBI patients with FDPs
It shows that the indications for DC in sTBI patients are the appearance of diffuse unilateral or bilateral brain swelling with clinical deterioration; worsening of GCS score and/or FDPs; increase in rICP to >30 mmHg; and initial GCS score of ≥4 or a GCS score of at least 4 on the first posttraumatic day. Other studies reported that patients with an initial and persisting GCS score of 3 and/or BFDPs did not undergo DC. In the present study, DC was performed with an aim to reduce ICP and decrease mortality. We found that the reduction of ICP was significant following the DC procedure in the DC group, thus reaching our aim. This ICP-lowering effect of DC has been used as a means to prevent uncontrolled increases in ICP and minimize the effects of the secondary damage associated with increased ICP in the early stage.

A rapid increase in ICP was observed in the CC group. Finally, we accomplished the ultimate goal of achieving a pressure of 20 mmHg. Other studies reported an increase in ICP at 12 hours after DC procedure was performed, which is in accordance with the results obtained in our study. We think the increase in ICP after the initial reduction might be related to the changed environment of the brain. It is to allow for maximal swelling of the brain due to DC, avoiding an increase in rICP.

To achieve ICP reduction, it is necessary to have sufficient space, and this can be obtained by the performing DC. We have found only two publications that have reported on the area after DC in patients with sTBI and FDPs. We think that the size gain in our patients was sufficient to provide brain volume expansion.

Glasgow Outcome Scale
The GOS is the most widely used method to evaluate patients’ functional status after TBI. Trained assessors recorded the GOS score on telephone after 6 months. However, few studies assessed the results of DC outcome of TBI in patients with FDPs. Some studies concluded that patients with an initial GCS of 3 and BFDPs have no chance of recovery or experience 100% in-hospital mortality. However, in our study, 39.53% sTBI patients with UFDP and 16.22% sTBI patients with BFDPs in the DC group gained favorable scores and but none of the patients in the CC group showed favorable scores. Because of the reduction of ICP, cerebral blood flow and metabolism improved. Therefore, our data indicate that DC is a significant step in the surgical treatment after traumatic brain injury, and patients may benefit from this surgical treatment.
Limitation
Some limitations in our study should be noted. The main limitation was the difference in the number of patients in the two groups at hospital admission.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we found that DC plays a therapeutic role in sTBI patients with FDPs, and it is particularly important to reduce ICP as early as possible after trauma. For the patients undergoing DC, favorable outcome and low mortality could be achieved.
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